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http://www.pilmenydevelopmentproject.co.uk/anti-sectarian

About your organisation
Pilmeny Development Project has been operating in the Leith Walk/Leith Wards of Leith
since 1979. It is managed by local residents and is funded by the City of Edinburgh Council
and through its own fundraising efforts. It employs two community workers (1 full time
and one part time), a part time administrator (20 hours) and a part-time bookkeeper (8
hours). In addition, PDP employs a part time worker for North East Edinburgh Older Men’s
Health & Wellbeing Project (10 hours), a part time worker for North East Edinburgh Care
Action Group (8 hours), 2 full time d e v e l o p m e n t workers for Connecting Communities
Project, 2 part time (development and admin) workers for Leith Timebank Project
(10 and 7 hours) and a part time Development Worker for the Anti-sectarian Project
(20hours)
The overall aims of the Pilmeny Development Project are: - To support local residents and
groups and to encourage appropriate self-help initiatives towards the identification
and resolution of their problems.
Children and Young People – overall aim is:- To improve the range and
provision of services with children and young people which enables them to meet
their social, educational and recreational needs and to develop their capabilities.
(a)

(b) Older people – overall aim is:- To improve the range and provision of
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services with the older people which maintains and improves the quality of their
lives and enables them to remain independent and active for as long as possible.

(c) Adults – the overall aim is: - To improve the range and provision of services which

enables them to meet their social, educational and recreational needs and
improves the quality of their lives.
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About your funded project
Leith anti-sectarianism project - Overall aim
There is a need to increase the scope of anti-sectarianism development work taking place
in the Leith community and to develop reminiscence work exploring the history of
sectarianism in Leith in order to help challenge community tensions and to encourage
better integration of the religious groups that make up the Leith community.
Project delivery 2015/16
Through the VAF funding grant over the last year, we have continued to successfully build
on our Leith anti-sectarianism Project. This has enabled us to work with local residents in
the Leith community on a wide range of anti-sectarian activities. This work has also
enabled us to develop a number of key strategies and recommendations, which will be
detailed later in this report.
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What are the programme outcomes you are working towards?
VAF Programme Level Outcome 5: Increased awareness and understanding of sectarianism
and its effects
Project Outcome:
1. There is greater knowledge, understanding of sectarianism and increased integration of
the religious and cultural groups that make up the Leith community
VAF Programme Level Outcome 9: Increasing our understanding of how sectarianism
impacts upon individuals and communities across Scotland
Project Outcome:
2. There will be a greater understanding of the key issues and tensions around Christian
sectarianism by people living in Leith
VAF Programme Level Outcome 3: Increased opportunities for people to express their
feelings, opinions and experiences about sectarianism
Project Outcome:
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3. The local community will have a greater recognition of and more opportunity to
celebrate the value of the diverse intra-Christian and multicultural make up of Leith
VAF Programme Level Outcome 4: Increased awareness and understanding of sectarianism
and its effects
Project Outcome:
4. Partners will have an increased understanding of the sectarian issues that affect Leith
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How much progress has been made towards your project outcomes?
Please tell us about each of your outcomes separately:

Outcome 1: There is greater knowledge, understanding of sectarianism and Increased
integration of the religious and cultural groups that make up the Leith community
Summary
We now have improved knowledge of how sectarianism impacts on the Leith community.
Although initially it was a topic that was not seen as a priority issue, it did not take much
investigation for a great deal of learning to be captured. In particular, sectarianism in the
Leith community is interlinked with multicultural issues and we successfully delivered local
events that brought together the different religious and cultural groups that make up the
Leith community.
What you actually did
This outcome has been met fully. There are 2 pieces of evidence which support the
achievement of this outcome, examples of which are:
1) Participant Surveys


Participant surveys were conducted with 5 participants on 24/06/15 during an
excursion to the Royale Yacht Britannia and they provide evidence of our
participants’ understanding/respect of other cultures and traditions. We chose this
activity as it enabled us to gather some baseline data in regards to the following
question: What is your understanding of how integrated the various cultural and
religious groups in Leith are?



Follow up participant surveys were also conducted with the same 5 participants at
our Christmas Feedback Event on 23/12/15 in order to measure any change in their
original attitudes.
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2) Anti-sectarianism community resource/toolkit


We have developed and designed an Anti-sectarianism Toolkit in order to improve
both our existing and new participants’ knowledge of sectarianism, as well as inform
them of the work of the Leith anti-sectarianism Project. Evidence we have gathered
from the majority of our activities is also included in the toolkit. This includes
reports and summary transcribes of our 1.1 interviews we conducted.
Our toolkit will be readily available online from:
www.pilmenydevelopmentproject.co.uk and www.actiononsectarianism.info. We
have also created 2 physical handling boxes of the toolkit, which contain all the
relevant materials and documents. These handling boxes can be used on a loan
basis from PDP.

What difference you made as a result
1) Participant surveys
The following key quotes were captured and provide evidence from this activity:
‘There is definitely more Easter European cafes and supermarkets. Asian shops too,
although I don’t know if this is a good thing’.
‘I think on the whole foreign people are more integrated yes. Religion is not such an
issue now.’
‘I am concerned about the level of integration. Immigration worries me.’
‘I love living in Leith, it amazes me how many cultures live together

We were impressed with the majority of participants we spoke with who were both
enthusiastic and comfortable in talking about sectarianism, in what could be a challenging
environment. It must be noted however, one participant in particular found it difficult to
engage with the questions in an unfamiliar space. As a result, this participant went off task
and it was challenging to gather any meaningful feedback.

At our Christmas Feedback Event, 4 out of the 5 participants we surveyed when asked the
same question again, showed change in their attitudes towards the various cultural and
religious groups in Leith. We recognise that our anti-sectarian film screening which was
delivered shortly after this event may have contributed towards this change in attitude (for
more on our anti-sectarian film screening see p.12). In addition to this, several of our
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participants who were surveyed were also involved in the planning of our Politics, Religion
and Sectarianism walking tour, which also undoubtedly played a key role in helping change
attitudes.
2) Anti-sectarianism community resource/toolkit
We designed our toolkit to be as accessible and user friendly as possible. To help in the
production of our toolkit we also consulted with several of our participants, feedback
included:
‘It’s really interesting to see my story in such a format.’
‘After seeing the results so far, I am really looking forward to seeing the toolkit finished.’
‘The colour coding of the sections really helps.’
As part of our toolkit we also designed and developed a map of our Politics, Religion and
Sectarianism walking tour (see p.8 for more information on walking tour). By including a
copy of the walking tour map in the toolkit, alongside a script providing information on the
key sites of interest, new participants can take part in our walking tour.
Importantly, through the use of these resources, new participants can take part in their own
time, without the need for a development worker. This has greatly helped in making our
project more sustainable in the long term. You can see a copy of our map overleaf:
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Outcome 2: There will be greater understanding of the key issues and tensions around
intra-Christian sectarianism by people living in Leith
Summary
There is now greater understanding of intra-Christian sectarianism by people living in Leith.
In particular, a wider cross section of local people have now had the opportunity to share
their experiences of sectarianism, as well as learn more about how intra-Christian
sectarianism manifests in the local community.

What you actually did
This outcome has been met in full. There are 2 pieces of evidence which support the
achievement of this outcome, examples of which are:
4) Focus groups


Our development worker delivered a Hearts fans from Leith focus group on 02/10/16
in partnership with Supporters Direct Scotland (SDS), with 10 local Hearts fans
sharing their views and understanding of sectarianism in the Leith community. We
choose to deliver this activity, following Hearts fans attending our previous Football
and Sectarianism in Leith focus group, requesting a new focus group exploring local
Leith Hearts fans experiences of sectarianism.



We also delivered a focus group on 12/10/15 with members of the Hibs Disabled
Supporters Association (HDSA) in order to target local Hibs supporters with 10
participants taking part.

5) Walking Tour
 We delivered a Politics, Religion and Sectarianism in Leith walking tour on 23/03/16,
with 11 participants taking part.
The overall aim of the walking tour enabled local Leith residents and participants of
the Leith anti-sectarianism Project, the opportunity to explore and learn about how
politics, religion and sectarianism have impacted in the Leith community historically.
The primary reason we chose to deliver this activity, was our walking tour included
information and discussion from the majority of Oral history programme themes we
highlighted as being of significant interest, which included: schooling, Northern
Ireland and the Protestant Action Society.
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What difference you made as a result
4) Focus groups
By using focus groups, we have enabled our participants to successfully engage in, in-depth
discussions on sectarianism. We have also learned the importance of targeting fans where
they feel comfortable.
We now also know how crucial environment is in supporting our participants to share their
experiences of sectarianism. In regards to the Hearts fans from Leith FG, this was apparent
through the addressing of an unmet need and delivering a focus group they had specifically
requested. From our observations it was clear these participants were much more at ease
and comfortable in sharing their experiences of sectarianism. In particular, the absence of
rival fans also allowed certain conversations and topics to be discussed, which perhaps
otherwise may not have taken place.
Similarly to the Hearts fans, the lack of rival fans was also fundamental to the HDSA
members sharing their experiences of sectarianism. Although initially a little apprehensive
about discussing sectarianism, the relaxed atmosphere enabled us to capture the following
quotes:
Learning Captured in regards to understanding/respect of other cultures
‘The problem is in the west coast not so much here.’
‘Even Hearts supporters only sing songs to wind up Celtic supporters.’
‘I know lots of young Hibs fans who support the IRA.’
‘In the 80s we sang Irish Rebel songs on the school bus but we did not think it was
sectarian.’
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From our focus groups we have also been able to improve our participant’s ability to be
more confident in challenging sectarian behaviour. A key way we achieved this, is through
the use of situational scenarios that encouraged in-depth discussion on the impact and
consequences of sectarian acts.
For this activity we encouraged each participant to answer how he or she would individually
deal with each scenario. Importantly, this provided the group with practical ways in which
they could deal with such scenarios.
Following evaluating and reflecting on the delivery of our Hearts fans from Leith focus
group, we were particularly impressed with how well the situational scenarios were
received by our participants. It is clear that the use of situational scenarios can be a
powerful way of making people think about the consequences of sectarian actions.
Written feedback we captured from our Hearts focus group, also provided evidence of how
we were able to improve our participant’s confidence in challenging sectarian behaviour:

Positively 0% of our participants answered no to the question, which overall we have found
very encouraging. This clearly highlights the impact a 2-hour focus group can have on
individual’s capacity to challenge sectarian behaviour.

5) Walking Tour
By taking part in the walking tour, our participants were able to improve their
understanding of the connection sectarianism has with their local community. In addition to
intra-Christian sectarianism, our walking tour also included discussion on different religions,
cultures and traditions making up the Leith community. You can see a video of our walking
tour in action here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPLcAEbasLI
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The majority of the walking tour was designed by drawing on learning and experiences of
sectarianism captured from across all of our anti-sectarian activities. In particular however,
we made use of learning captured from our oral history programme and our 1.1 interviews
we conducted with local stakeholders. As a result, relevant quotes that linked to key sites of
interest on the tour were vocalised by our development worker to the group.
In delivering our walking tour, we also further promoted our Equal partner co-production
approach, which proved so successful for us last year. Alongside providing facts about
sectarianism, religion and politics in Leith, our development worker actively encouraged
debate with our participants throughout the tour. This enabled our participants to share
their own experiences of many of the key sites listed on the tour. From this, we were
subsequently able to create new learning.
To help evaluate this activity, we conducted a quiz with our participants at the end of the
tour to capture how much they had learned. Positively 100% stated that they had learned
something new in relation to politics, religion and or sectarianism in Leith.

Outcome 3: The local community will have a greater recognition of and more opportunity
to celebrate the value of the diverse intra-Christian and multicultural make up of Leith
Summary
We have provided a number of opportunities to celebrate the diversity and multicultural
make up of Leith. In doing so, we have encouraged better integration of the religious
groups that make up the Leith community. A wider cross section of the local community has
also learned about how intra-Christian has impacted in Leith.

What you actually did
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6) Anti-sectarianism Film Screening
 On 29/01/16 we delivered an anti-sectarian film screening of Ae Fond Kiss, with 100
participants attending. This event was delivered in partnership with Bethany
Christian Trust who form part of the Leith Community Cinema Project and Youth
Scotland.
This piece of work built on our highly successful sectarianism and film OHP session
we delivered last year, where film clips with sectarian themes were shown in order
to promote discussion on the topic of sectarianism. The success of this piece of work
alongside the many requests we received from our participants, to screen several of
the films in their entirety is the primary reason we chose to deliver this activity.
7) Material Matters
 On 17/03/16 both our development worker and project manger attended the launch
event of Material Matters @ The Scottish Story Telling Centre. Material Matters was
a textile project that brought together participants to explore the impact of fabric on
their lives. For this activity 2 of our participants shared their stories of sectarianism
and these stories were captured on an individual textile.

What difference you made as a result
6) Anti-sectarianism Film Screening
By working in partnership we were able to target a wider range of participants, while
bringing different members of the Leith community together. We also received some
additional funding from Youth Scotland, which enabled us to make this a free event. The
extra funding also paid for free catering and food that acted as an incentive for many people
to attend.
We were also lucky enough to be able to secure one of the lead actors from the film – Atta
Yaqub to come and speak at our event. For this, our development worker delivered a
question and answer session at the end of the film with Atta. This gave audience members
the opportunity to ask questions they had about the film, as well as sharing their own
experiences of sectarianism.
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To evaluate this event we interviewed participants using a digital recorder and overall
feedback was very positive.

7) Material Matters
The Material Matters project captured stories from Edinburgh, Dundee and Glasgow. This
meant the audience who attended the launch event was both very varied and made up of
lots of people. This enabled us to highlight the diverse intra-Christian make up of the Leith
community to a wider audience.

Sadly due to ill health our 2 participants who shared their experiences of sectarianism were
unable to attend this event. As a result, our development worker delivered a speech
explaining more about the textile piece our participants had helped to create. This included
discussing identity and both the Catholic and Protestant stories that were connected to this
theme. You can see a picture of the textile which was created below:
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Included in this speech was a discussion about the Protestant Action Society, which enabled
a large number of people who had previously not heard of the PAS, to discover a very much
hidden piece of Leith’s history.
Outcome 4: Partners will have increased their understanding of how sectarianism is
currently viewed in Leith/how it is understood in Leith
Summary
Our partners now have an increased understanding of how intra-Christian sectarianism is
currently viewed in Leith. Importantly, our partners also have an understanding of how
wider multicultural tensions have influenced how sectarianism is experienced and
understood.
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What you actually did
This outcome has been met in full. There are 2 pieces of evidence which support the
achievement of this outcome, examples of which are:

8) Partnership working requests/partners tell us our resources have helped them
 Following a request from SCDC, on 16/09/16 our development worker provided an
action learning input at the first of a series of co-inquiry events in Glasgow.


We received positive feedback from the lead worker of the Material Matters project,
on how sharing our learning about the Protestant Action Society had helped them.

9) SCDC Mentoring Programme
 Our development worker was successfully matched with a mentee from Equal
Scotland as part of the Scottish Community Development Centre (SCDC) Mentoring
programme. This activity enabled us to improve our mentees understanding of
sectarianism and in particular how sectarianism manifests itself in the Leith
community. In total 4 matches took place with our mentee.


As part of this activity our development worker also took part in mentor training and
regular co-inquiry sessions alongside 7 partner agencies. This gave us ample
opportunity to improve our partners understanding of how sectarianism is viewed in
Leith, by sharing learning we had captured.

What difference you made as a result
8) Partnership working requests/ partners tell us our resources have helped them
Feedback from this event was included in a report written by SCDC:
Ryan’s input focus on the challenge of integrating mentoring within his project’s
stated outcomes. He got involved as he had a previous interest in mentoring and
thought he would enjoy it, without factoring in the time it would take. At this
stage, Ryan’s worry was that mentoring activity would not integrate into
outcomes well and that there needs to be thinking along these lines in order to
meet these outcomes.
Pilmeny Development Project (PDP’s) outcomes are around: greater knowledge of
sectarianism in the Leith area; greater understanding of issues and tensions in
Leith; a celebration of Leith’s culture and; support for potential partners to deliver
anti-sectarianism work - which is the obvious one related to mentoring.
Discussion of Ryan’s input varied around his mentee’s objectives and motivations
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(funding from VAF and as part of equalities work), PDP’s expectations of
mentoring, perceptions of practice from partners and what might PDP learning
from the mentoring experience in terms of mentoring.
Action points for Ryan
Ryan identified his action points as aiming to pin these ideas down for the final
report and be able to demonstrate an impact
On reflection, Ryan suggested that maybe undervalued the potential of mentoring

We received the following positive feedback from our involvement with Material Matters:

‘Wasn’t that all very interesting about the Protestant Action Group? I knew nothing about it
and it gives you an insight into another bit of community life. You wonder how many other
hidden stories are out there’. (Material Matters Lead worker)

9) SCDC Mentoring Programme
We successfully improved our mentees understanding of sectarianism in Leith by sharing
work we had conducted and this included emailing over key reports and links to recorded
film footage of our project in action: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvRgxTMkCZo
(footage of our multicultural event we delivered on 25/10/14).
We also discovered that the 1.1 setting we engaged with our mentee provided an excellent
space for meaningful learning to be shared. By working 1.1 rather than in a group setting
we were able to cover any queries our mentee had in greater detail. We were also able to
tailor our sessions, to what our mentee wanted to learn in regards to sectarianism in Leith.
We can also evidence clearly how we supported our mentee through our mentoring goals
action plan sheet, which was completed at the end of each mentor match and is detailed
below:
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Mentoring goals – action plan sheet

We also received some fantastic feedback from our mentee as to how they benefited from
the support they received:
‘The experience of being a participant on SCDC’s mentor programme has already proved to
be extremely informative, helpful, engaging and much needed. Having some 1.1 specialist
support, from Ryan the mentor I was allocated, has proved to be an invaluable lifeline for
both myself as an individual and most importantly for my organisation; Equal Scotland’.
(Mentee)

5a

How has the project enabled your organisation to develop new connections
and participate in new networks?
Our project had the opportunity to participate in several new networks, examples include:
SCDC Mentoring Programme
Our involvement in this programme has importantly enabled us to establish and develop
connections with a new Edinburgh based charity Equal Scotland. Our relationship with
Equal Scotland has been very positive with our anti-sectarianism development worker
having been successfully matched as mentor to the project’s chief executive.
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This relationship has also provided us with the opportunity to inform Equal Scotland of the
work we have conducted over the last 2 years.
VAF Trainers and Facilitators network
Our project has enabled PDP to successfully make connections with new and existing
partnership organisations through our involvement in the VAF trainers and facilitators
network.
Our involvement in this network has given us regular opportunity to meet with partner
organisations and promote our work. It has also enabled us to hear first hand of the antisectarian work being delivered by other organisations.

5b

How has the project enabled individuals to form new relationships and
improve the quality of their social contacts?
Delivering activities such as the Hearts fans from Leith focus group has enabled participants
with a common interest to come together, who may not have otherwise. We were
particularly pleased with the participants who attended this session who had previously met
at our Sectarianism in Leith focus group last year. From this, we were able to observe
Indicators such as smiles, laughing and engagement with each other, which all clearly
showed our participants had established new relationships with each other.
Participants from the Hearts fans from Leith focus group also had the opportunity to
improve the quality of their social contacts, by subsequently being invited to additional
events we delivered, such as our anti-sectarianism Film Screening.

6

Have there been any unanticipated outcomes or achievements you haven’t
mentioned?
The development of our Politics, Religion and Sectarianism in Leith walking tour was not
something we had anticipated in our original application. This activity however did allow us
to address a need that had been established by our group of core participants.
Furthermore, the design and development of our map and walking tour script, which will be
included in our toolkit, has enabled us to create a lasting resource that can be used by new
participants for the foreseeable future.
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Have there been any significant challenges or changes?
Part time hours and funding restrictions, have continued to prove challenging at times in
regards to attending all training and practitioner network events. Limited hours and no
travel budget have also meant we have been unable to take up offers of additional work,
such as the following partnership working request from Glasgow Women’s Library:
Hi Ryan!
We're having a Mixing The Colours Event in Edinburgh at St John's Church on Princes Street on
Tuesday 11th and Thursday 13th August 2-3pm.
I just wondered if this is something your group/s might be interested in coming along to?
It'll be a mixed (men and women) session, readings from the book by the writers and a short
discussion session.
It's £5 for a ticket but am sure I could get them free from Just Festival if you thought your folk would
want to come?
Best Wishes,
Rachel

We also found reporting requirements challenging due to frequent changes in what we
were asked to record. This led to a lack of clarity on what should be evidenced and was
overall very time consuming for our project. More clarity on reporting would also have
undoubtedly given us more time to deliver face-to-face work.
Lastly, we would have liked, to have delivered more work with the local Hibs Disabled
Supporters Association, but sadly following our initial focus group communication broke
down and our follow up focus group had to be cancelled. By the time the group were ready
to meet again, we were no longer able to fit the activity into our restricted timeframe.
8

What have you learned?
1. We have firstly learned that although many of our participants did not initially view
sectarianism as an issue, it did not take much exploration of the topic for ideas and
experiences to be shared.
2. Awareness of anti-sectarian work in Leith both locally and nationally has been raised.
We have also improved our understanding of anti-sectarian work in other parts of
Scotland.
3. We have also learned that there very much remains a strong interest in the local
community for anti-sectarian work. This has been evidenced by the continued
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uptake from local participants in recent work we have delivered.
Key to this success has also been our focus on a community led approach and
making use of learning captured from our participants, in order to develop new
pieces of work.
4. The value of oral history techniques as a way of exploring sectarianism has further
been evidenced this year; building on the oral history and reminiscence work we
have delivered in previous grant periods.
5. We have also learned through our recent focus groups, the importance of making
our participants feel as comfortable as possible when discussing sectarianism.
Moreover, we now recognise the impact environment can have on engagement
levels. Moving forward we will continue to target work where our participants feel
comfortable.
6. We learned lots about the Protestant Action Society, a very much-unknown piece of
Leith’s history. Learning was also captured in regards to the PAS from participants
who had first hand experience of the topic.
Accordingly, we now recognise that exploring what initially may be a negative topic
such as the PAS, can be approached creatively to produce positive results.

9

What will you do next?
Moving forward we will continue to build on the strong foundation of anti-sectarian work
we have already delivered by promoting as widely as possible our anti-sectarianism toolkit.
We may also look at potential funding opportunities to enable us to deliver training sessions
on how best to make use of our toolkit.
We will also actively promote our Politics, Religion and Sectarianism walking tour and in
particular, circulate copies of the map we have had drafted for this activity. This will enable
new participants to take part in the tour themselves, which in turn will improve their
understanding of sectarianism in Leith.

10

Your big success story is:
Our big success story has been BR, a 97-year-old male, who joined our project at the very
beginning when he attended our Oral History Programme during the last grant period.
BR sharing a photo of himself as a 19 year old Marine @ one of our OHP sessions
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From this he has consistently engaged with various activities we have delivered, most
noticeably playing a leading role in our anti-sectarian film ‘Calling all Leither’s’ in which he
shared his experiences of sectarianism -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=794MqVDeCes
This included sharing a fascinating story of how his mother was a follower of John Cormack
and the Protestant Action Society. More recently BR has been involved in our Material
Matters project, where he has continued to enjoy sharing his experiences of sectarianism.
As a project we feel immensely grateful to have BR involved in our services. The fact he has
lived for so long, has also enabled us to successfully capture evidence in relation to how
sectarianism has manifested in Leith historically, that would simply not be possible with
younger participants. This relates in particular to the Protestant Action Society, a very much
hidden piece of Leith’s history.
What has been most positive about this story is that prior to becoming engaged with our
project, BR was very socially isolated. Following a referral to our LASP from PDP’s –
Community Connecting project however, his confidence and self-esteem grew massively.
As a result of this engagement with our project, he also now attends 3 local activity groups.
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